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Background: In the Liguria Region, operate 19 Emergency Departments, whose activity

is devoted to assist both residents and tourists. The health services they provide are free at

the point of use for the patient because they are publicly funded. The EDs’ activities are

various and depend on a number of elements: the socio-demographic characteristics of

the residents; the industrial/touristic nature of the territory surrounding the ED; the

behaviour of patients that may prefer ED’s services rather than general practitioners; the



attitude of the medical staff to perform hospital treatments; the presence of uncovered

foreign patients (foreigners without residence permits are unable to get health care from

general practitioners or other care facilities, but they can be treated by way of EDs). To

this extent, EDs present a number of problems, the most important of which are that they

may be overused or used inappropriately and that they may be inefficient or provide low

quality services. These (and other aspects), make the direct comparison and evaluation of

EDs’ activity and efficiency a tricky task. Nonetheless, this effort is required in order to

contribute to a better understanding of EDs role in the health system and address their

accurate programming.

Objectives: In this study, we analyse administrative and clinical data referring to all the

accesses to each ED of Liguria Region in 2013. Our aim is to define and compute three

different sets of indicators according to demographic, economic and clinical domains.

The EDs are then compared in order to identify elements of similarity or difference

among them. This is a key issue to provide new insights on the Emergency Department

activity both to verify their actual performance and to put forth, based on the information

acquired, new policies to improve efficiency and quality.

Methods: We propose a multi-indicator approach to the ranking and prioritization of

Emergency Departments based on partial order scalogram analysis by coordinates

(POSAC) that presents substantial advantages as an operational tool for Public

Administrations.

Results: The use of a multi-indicator approach is a good solution to compare Emergency

Departments as the use of synthetic indicators provides a too strong simplification of the

regional context. Anyhow, the more complete picture of reality that emerges requires an

effort by policy makers to interpret the results.

Conclusions: Emergency Departments are very different and their comparison cannot be

done only on an economic efficiency analysis. Policy makers should consider multiple

indicators to define their strategies and POSAC seems to be an effective tool to be used

for this goal.
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